
Cycle route South

Amsterdam Bike City

_ Cycle route, 22km_ Extra loop, 15km or 7km (via ferry)
• Interesting point accessible by bicycle  
 on the main route
• General point of interest
• Interesting point accessible by bicycle  
 on the extra loop
• Bicycle storage location

The route and the points with description can also be 
viewed on this online map.

Kaart © Google maps

https://veerponten.nl/veren/amsterdam-oeverlanden-amsterdamse-bos
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1zhCPdaORRm0OAUSmRylnlgAj5OhGITyB&usp=sharing
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The route
The route starts on Weteringcircuit in 
Amsterdam. The starting point is easily 
accessible from various train stations.
In the description below, the interesting bike 
points have the numbers B1, B2, etc. These 
numbers correspond to the blue dots on 
the map. G1, G2 etc. are the interesting bike 
points in the extra loop, green on the map. 
P1, P2 and P3 are bicycle storage locations, 
purple on the map. The other points of 
interest are marked with R1, R2 etc, red on the 
map. Ferry lines are yellow.

B1. Weteringcircuit
On Weteringcircuit, the busy bicycle and tram 
route along Weteringschans (part of the inner 
city ring) intersects with the radial Vijzelstraat 
and Ferdinand Bolstraat route. There is a 
plan to remove the existing traffic lights and 
create a wide intersection with more space 
for cyclists.

Cycle southwards (towards the Heineken 
Brewery) over the bridge and across 
Stadhouderskade onto Ferdinand Bolstraat.

B2. Ferdinand Bolstraat
Ferdinand Bolstraat is a lively shopping street 
and a main route for cyclists and trams. From 
the 1950s, more car traffic made the street 
dangerous. Protests for more safety led to the 
introduction of one-way traffic for cars at the 
inner-city end of the street around 1980. This 
helped, but the street continued to be narrow 
and unsafe. From 2006, the street was closed 
to car traffic for a long period as a metro 
station was built. After completion, Ferdinand 
Bolstraat was closed to car traffic. Only 
permitted deliveries are currently allowed in.

Protest for safety and fewer cars in F.Bolstraat, 1974. National 
Archives

Take the second street on the right, 
Quellijnstraat. At the Boerenwetering canal, 
turn left onto Ruysdaelkade.

Cycle route South

What better way to discover Bike City Amsterdam than by bike? Amsterdam Bike City’s cycling 
routes introduce you to interesting, beautiful, challenging cycle provisions in the city and 
beyond.
The South route takes you through 19th- and 20th-century residential areas and the 21st-century 
Zuidas with its high-rise office buildings, educational facilities, motorway ring and train stations. 
The route takes you through Amsterdamsebos and a business park near Schiphol Airport. An 
extra bonus is the stunning Museumpassage under Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum.

https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/inspiration/ferdinand-bolstraat/
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B3. Frans Halsbuurt
A garage with 625 parking spaces has been 
built under the Boerenwetering canal. The 
first proposal intended the removal of 300 
on-street parking spaces. But in 2017, it was 
decided to remove all on-street parking 
places.  When the garage opened in 2018, 
the Frans Halsbuurt was cleared of all places, 
with the exception of a few for the disabled 
and deliveries. Now there is room in the 
narrow streets for kids to play and for nature 
to thrive.
Car owners with a parking permit for the 
Frans Halsbuurt can park their car in the 
garage and visitors pay the standard rate.

More information about parking policy in 
Amsterdam and the removal of parking 
spaces in the Frans Halsbuurt.

  

Parking garage under construction

Follow Ruysdaelkade and turn left at the 
second bridge, into Eerste Jan Steenstraat. 
Cross Ferdinand Bolstraat and continue on 
Eerste Jan Steenstraat.

B4. Eerste Jan Steenstraat
Like many streets in Amsterdam, Eerste Jan 
Steenstraat is one way for cars and two ways 
for cyclists. In most such streets, cars and 
bikes share a lane 3.5 to 4m wide. But on 
this part of Eerste Jan Steenstraat, there is a 
counter-direction cycle path to make a good 
cycle route. This used to be an important 
alternative to Ceintuurbaan where cycling was 
dangerous before bike paths were built.

Protest against parking on the Jan Steenstraat pavement. 
1982, Amsterdam City Archives

Continue on Eerste Jan Steenstraat to Van 
Woustraat and turn right.

https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/inspiration/car-parking/
https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/inspiration/car-parking/
https://www.mobiliteitsplatform.nl/artikel/amsterdamse-frans-halsbuurt-wordt-parkeerplaatsvrij
https://www.mobiliteitsplatform.nl/artikel/amsterdamse-frans-halsbuurt-wordt-parkeerplaatsvrij
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B7. Nieuwe Amstelbrug
Over the years, car traffic on Nieuwe 
Amstelbrug has been reduced providing 
more space for bicycles and trams. On 
the east side of the bridge is a complex 
intersection of two busy bicycle routes, 
a tram and some car traffic. To improve 
this intersection, a temporary layout with 
clearer routes and more space for cyclists 
is now being tested. If this works well, the 
intersection will be redesigned.

After crossing Nieuwe Amstebrug, turn right 
onto the Weesperzijde.

B5. Van Woustraat
In the busy and cluttered Van Woustraat, 
cyclists ride between moving and parked 
cars and regularly have to swerve over 
the tram track. The street is an example of 
how stressful it used to be to cycle along 
many streets in Amsterdam. There is now 
a promising plan to improve the situation 
including a block to cars and removal of on-
street parking.

Van Woustraat now and an impression of how it can be.

Turn left at the traffic lights onto Ceintuurbaan.

B6. Ceintuurbaan, Second Bicycle Ring
Amsterdam wants more space for more 
cyclists. For the Second Bicycle Ring, of which 
Ceintuurbaan is part, the city is looking into 
how that can be accomplished. The cycle 
paths on this busy cycle route are usually only 
1.8m to 2m wide. It is quite a challenge to 
provide cyclists with more space and maintain 
traffic flow for the tram and sufficient space 
for pedestrians.

Follow Ceintuurbaan to Nieuwe Amstelbrug 
over the River Amstel. Cross the bridge.

https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/inspiration/second-bicycle-ring/
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B9. Berlagebrug
Cyclists on Berlagebrug used to have to share 
the space with heavy car traffic. But when 
the A10 motorway ring opened in 1982, the 
outer two lanes of the bridge were converted 
into bicycle paths. This was partly thanks to 
the efforts of the Cyclists’ Union. At first, this 
resulted in major traffic jams, until motorists 
discovered the A10.
This improved Berlagebrug for cyclists and 
the bridge and surroundings now see fewer 
cars. Measures like these contributed to an 
enormous increase in cycling in the city. To 
accommodate the large numbers of cyclists 
the intersection on the east side of the bridge 
has been redesigned with more and clearer 
space for cyclists. Similar improvements are 
planned for the junction on the west side.

Turn right over Berlagebrug and immediately 
right again, onto Amsteldijk. After the bridge 
over the side canal, turn left onto Jozef 
Israëlskade.

B10. Jozef Israëlskade
Jozef Israëlskade is a bicycle route with few 
cars. The route is part of the Green Net, just 
like Weesperzijde. Can you recognize the 
measures implemented to cut car traffic on 
this route?

B8. Weesperzijde
With over 2500 cyclists per hour during rush 
hour, Weesperzijde is one of the busiest 
cycle routes in Amsterdam. No special 
bicycle facilities are required along this route 
because there are several “modal filters”, 
blocking access to cars on Weesperzijde. As 
a result, most intersections don’t need traffic 
lights.
Weesperzijde was already a bicycle street 
before that name existed. It is a good 
example of a disentangled route i.e. pleasant, 
safe and fast, and with few cars.
Weesperzijde is part of the Green Net, 
the network of quiet cycling routes along 
greenery or water where cycling is more 
relaxed than on main roads.
Near the school are moped bumps. Two 
sinusoidal hollows have an optimal braking 
effect on the suspension of mopeds, while 
cyclists are hardly bothered by them.

Weesperzijde in 1974, photo Amsterdam City Archives

Weesperzijde 2019 in roughly the same place, photo MSDL 

Follow Weesperzijde to the next bridge over 
the Amstel, Berlagebrug.
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of the cycle path and turn left at the end, 
onto Ouderkerkerdijk. Pass the railway 
and motorway bridges and then take the 
first left and left again with a loop onto 
Rozenoordbrug.

B12. Rozenoordbrug
When this bridge opened in 1982, two lanes 
on Berlagebrug (B9), which we crossed 
earlier, were converted into cycle paths. Back 
then, the highway on the bridge had 2x2 
lanes for cars. Now there are 2x5 car lanes 
and more than 200,000 cars crossing the 
bridge daily. Rozenoordbrug also has 
sections for the metro and the train, and a 
cycle path. The cycle path is an essential link 
for bikes between Amsterdam Southeast and 
Amsterdam South.

Follow the cycle path across the bridge and 
take the first right, the cycle path under the 
viaduct. At the end turn right and after passing 
the A10 viaducts, turn left, through a bike 
tunnel and straight on onto the cycle path 
along the A10, Groene Zoom.
Follow Groene Zoom cycle path across the 
bridge in the park and just before the bend 
to the right, turn left. This cycle path leads 
between two office buildings.

R1. Amsterdamse School
This neighbourhood was built in the 
1920s, in the Amsterdam School style of 
architecture. This style is characterised by 
special brickwork and imaginative shapes. 
The Berlage Lyceum (Jozef Israëlskade 
at PL Takstraat) and the houses in PL 
Takstraat are striking examples. For lovers 
of architecture, a tour of the area and a 
visit to the small museum ‘De Dageraad’ is 
highly recommended. This museum is on 
the corner of PL Takstraat and Burgemeester 
Tellegenstraat.

Continue on Jozef Israëlskade. After passing 
the Okura Hotel, turn left, over the bridge 
and into Scheldestraat. Follow Scheldestraat, 
cross at Scheldeplein and bear left onto 
Europaplein. On the right, is the RAI exhibition 
and conference centre.

B11. Europaplein
At Europaplein, you can see that there are 
not only many cyclists in Amsterdam, but 
also large numbers of cars on roads with 
multiple lanes. As multi-lane roads are difficult 
to cross there is the principle of 2x2=2x2. 
The principle states that on roads with two 
or more lanes in both directions for cars, 
there should be bidirectional bike lanes on 
both sides. This principle is included in the 
Leidraad CVC, the guidelines for traffic design 
in Amsterdam.

At the second intersection with traffic lights, 
turn left and cross to Kennedylaan. Follow 
Kennedylaan for about a kilometre and 
then turn right at the large intersection. 
Cross Utrechtsebrug. Then follow the bend 

https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/inspiration/guiding-principles/
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B14. Beethovenstraat 
Beethovenstraat has different types of bicycle 
facilities. The first part of the street was 
constructed in the 1950s with separate cycle 
paths. A little further on, the cycle paths were 
integrated into the existing street around the 
year 2000. Past the traffic lights, cyclists ride 
on a bicycle lane between the moving and 
parked cars. Finally, there is a short section 
with a two-way cycle path near the shops on a 
wider part of the street.

Bicycle paths (Rijw.) in the profile for the southern part of 
Beethovenstraat. Image: Amsterdam Expansion Plan, 1935

Immediately after the section with the two-way 
cycle path, turn left, into Gerrit vd Veenstraat. 
Then take the third left, onto Minervalaan,  the 
wide avenue with a green central reservation.

B15. Minervalaan
Minervalaan is an important cycle route 
to the main railway station in the South of 
Amsterdam. Several regulations have cut 
the number of cars and no separate bicycle 
facilities are required. The intersection with 
Stadionweg doesn’t need traffic lights. Speed 
bumps on Stadionweg limit the speed of car 
traffic and the spacious traffic islands allow 
cyclists and pedestrians to cross in steps.

Compare the Minervalaan with the 
Beethovenstraat. Which do you prefer? Why?

Follow Minervalaan over the bicycle bridge 
and further towards Prinses Amaliaplein. 
On the right is the Strawinsky underground 
bicycle park. A little further, past the viaduct 
(under Strawinskylaan) is Amsterdam Zuid 
Station.

B13. Green Strip and “Desire Path”
Groene Zoom (Green Strip) is the east-west 
cycle route along the Zuidas, past railway 
stations, schools and office buildings. With 
small tunnels under the elevated roads, 
the 2.5km long route is safe, fast and easy. 
However, there are proposals to (eventually) 
lower the elevated roads to complement the 
‘ground level city’.
Around 2011, three new buildings were 
planned along Beethovenstraat. The middle 
building was to be situated exactly on 
the Groene Zoom cycle route. The main 
cycle route was to be moved to Prinses 
Irenestraat, slightly to the north, to cross 
busy Beethovenstraat at street level. The 
Cyclists Union and local residents considered 
this dangerous for the large numbers of 
cyclists, including many school students. 
After protests, consultations and research, a 
compromise was finally made. The crossing at 
Prinses Irenestraat was made safer for cyclists 
and a new bicycle path was built between the 
buildings to the bike tunnel: the “Elephant 
Path”, which is Dutch for “Desire Path”.

At the end of the “Elephant Path” turn right 
and immediately left through the tunnel. 
Then take a right into the next tunnel and 
at Prinses Irenestraat turn right across 
Beethovenstraat. Then left on the cycle path 
along Beethovenstraat.



Turn right at the entrance to Strawinsky bike 
park onto Strawinskypad and turn left at the 
end, after a tunnel. Beyond the high viaducts 
of the highway and the railway tracks, take the 
first right, onto Mahlerlaan. Follow the bend to 
the left and turn right at the traffic lights (onto 
De Boelelaan). After passing the hospital, 
cross Amstelveenseweg and turn right.

B16. Amstelveenseweg
Amstelveenseweg and De Boelelaan are main 
roads for car traffic with multiple lanes. For 
cyclists, there should ideally be two-way cycle 
paths on both sides (2x2 = 2x2), but that is 
not the case everywhere.

Amstelveenseweg near highway A10. Photo: Doriann Kransberg, 
2005 

Take the first left, onto Skutjespad. At the end, 
near the historic tram line, you can follow the 
main route or opt for an extra loop.
The main route is about 6 km. The extra loop 
adds 15km, or 7km if you take the ferry across 
Nieuwe Meer. Check veerponten.nl for the 
sailing times.

We shall first look at the extra loop. The 
description of the main route continues at 
point B17 on page 11.

P1, P2 and P3. South Station and the 
bicycle
Station Zuid, Amsterdam’s second-busiest 
station, will grow from approximately 80,000 
to 250,000 passengers a day by 2030. 
A significant proportion of travelers will 
access the station by bike. To offer all those 
bicycles secure parking, there are now three 
underground bicycle parks around the station 
with a total of about 8,000 parking places. 
“Dynamic bicycle parking signposts” along 
the bicycle routes to the station indicate how 
many free spaces there are in the parking 
facilities. In the parking facilities, lights 
indicate the free spaces. The bike parks 
are open from the first to the last train and 
parking is free for the first 24 hours.
To keep the public space accessible, the area 
around Zuid station has been designated as 
a “bike parking hotspot”. Here you are not 
allowed to park bicycles outside the facilities 
and bicycles are not allowed to be left in the 
on-street racks for longer than 14 days.

The Strawinsky bicycle park along the main Minervalaan 
bicycle route at Zuid station.

R2. Zuidasdok
Station Zuid is located between the lanes of 
the A10 motorway. In the next 10 to 15 years, 
more railway tracks will be laid and this part 
of the motorway will be built in a tunnel: 
Zuidasdok. This complex scheme is aimed at 
improving accessibility and quality of life.

8

https://veerponten.nl/
https://zuidas.nl/en/zuidasdok/
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G1. Bicycle tunnel
To safely cross the busy Schipholweg, a 
bicycle passage has been constructed under 
the road near the water. This was relatively 
easy because it runs under Schipholweg 
bridge over Ringvaart.

Follow the cycle path that bends away from 
the ring canal and then bends to the right and 
left. Cross the road and turn right on the cycle 
path. Turn right at the roundabout and cross 
the bridge over the Ringvaart a little further 
on.

G2. Major motorway but also cycle paths
This busy motorway by the Haarlemmermeer 
polder was expanded in 2012, to integrate 
a second level on pillars. But between 
the large-scale car infrastructure, there is 
also space for cyclists. The bike lanes are 
considered to be necessary and beneficial.

Cross the road and go straight on and down 
into Haarlemmermeer polder. Then take the 
first right, onto Stationsplein Zuid-West.

The extra loop through green areas and 
along Schiphol Airport
Turn left onto the bike path along the railway 
tracks, Jachthavenweg. Then just before the 
tennis courts turn right, following the signpost 
to Nieuwe Meer. A little further, go straight 
across a narrow bridge to Nieuwe Meer (New 
Lake, R6. Swimming spot).
You are now in the green area of 
Amsterdamse Bos. 
Follow the winding path along the lake and 
across two bridges to a white drawbridge.

R7. Lock with an impressive height 
difference
To the left of the bridge is a lock between 
Nieuwe Meer and Amsterdamse Bos with an 
impressive height difference between the 
water levels. It is definitely worth checking 
out.

Follow the winding cycle path along a ditch 
and a variety of landscapes. Forest, meadows, 
reeds. On the way, on your right, is R8. 
Oeverlanden viewing point, which can be 
reached along a footpath. Some way to the 
left of the cycle path is R9. Bosbaan, a stretch 
of water for rowing races.

After about 1.5 km, you will pass Meerzicht, 
a farmhouse that now houses a pancake 
restaurant. In the summer months, you can 
shorten the route via the ferry across Nieuwe 
Meer. To do so, turn right at Meerzicht.
On the other side of Nieuwe Meer, you can 
continue your route on the extra green loop at 
R11, on page 10.

For the complete route, go straight ahead 
at Meerzicht and turn left at the canal, the 
Haarlemmermeer Ringvaart. After passing 
the high viaduct (from the A9 motorway), turn 
right to the bicycle tunnel.
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G4. De Oude Haagseweg
This used to be the main road to Leiden and 
the Hague until the A4 highway opened in 
1966. At present, this stretch of road is only 
used as a bus lane and a bicycle connection, 
particularly to the work area at Schiphol 
Airport.

Cross the bridge and continue via a curve 
straight on. At Anderlechtlaan, the main road 
for cars, turn right onto the cycle path and 
follow it as it curves left. A little further on, turn 
right over a bridge into the green area. There 
is a swimming spot (R11) on the right.
The route turns left at the cycle path, onto 
Anton Schleperpad. In the bend, turn right 
over a cattle grid into the Oeverlanden. At the 
end of the path, turn right, onto Riekerweg, 
which continues as a cycle path along the 
banks of Nieuwe Meer. After about a kilometre, 
cycle under the high viaducts of A10 highway 
and the railway. Then take a right across the 
sluice lock.

G5. Nieuwe Meersluis
Nieuwe Meersluis is a lock that bridges the 
slight difference in height between Nieuwe 
Meer and the city water level. There is a cycle 
path across both lock gates. If one of the two 
lock gates is open, visible arrows will indicate 
the route. 

Follow the path over the lock and past the 
houseboats on IJsbaanpad. Turn left after 
the sports fields, onto Piet Kranenbergpad. 
You are now back on the main route, just past 
point B17.

R10. Past Schiphol Airport
From the green of Amsterdamse Bos, we 
suddenly find ourselves in Schiphol East 
business park. Here there is plenty of space 
for car traffic, but also for cycle paths. 
Employees at Schiphol East are encouraged 
to travel by bicycle or by a combination of 
bicycle and public transport. Including a 
shared bicycles initiative!

Follow the road that veers to the left. Then 
turn right onto the cycle path through a 
tunnel. Turn right again through another 
tunnel and then turn left. You are riding 
along Haarlemmermeer Ringvaart again: 
Nieuwemeerdijk.

G3. Nieuwemeerdijk
Many speeding cars made cycling along the 
canal ring annoying and dangerous. Since 
2019, the route has been closed for most 
car traffic in the rush hour. This restriction is 
policed by cameras. 
On the residential part, there is now a bicycle 
street. Cyclists now have more space and 
experience less danger from car traffic.

Turn left just after the bicycle street onto 
Koekoekslaan. Follow this road as it winds 
through the countryside. At the end, cross the 
road and turn right onto the bridge of Oude 
Haagseweg.
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B18. Haarlemmermeercircuit
On Haarlemmermeercircuit, several 
major traffic flows intersect. These 
include an important bicycle route along 
Havenstraat and a main route for cars 
on Amstelveenseweg. This used to be 
a roundabout with priority for all road 
users on the roundabout. But in 2019, 
Amstelveenseweg was turned into the priority 
road to improve traffic flow for cars. The 
round shape remained because of the large 
trees. Cyclists travelling from west to east now 
have to give way at seven locations. The initial 
roundabout design was more cycle-friendly.

Take the last exit from Haarlemmermeercircuit 
onto Amstelveenseweg. Follow this road to 
the second traffic lights, at Vondelpark.

Continuation of the main route

The description of the main route following 
page 8 continues below.
From the Skutjespad turn right at the railway 
tracks, onto the Piet Kranenbergpad.

B17. PKpad intersection with HOV and 
A10
Piet Kranenbergpad (PKpad) is an attractive 
cycle route along the historic tram line to 
Amstelveen. It was built in the 2000s as an 
alternative to the busy Amstelveenseweg.
At the viaduct under the A10 highway, PKpad 
crosses a bus lane from the motorway, so 
beware. The cycle path bends to give cyclists 
a view of oncoming buses. There is also a 
warning light and a sound signal when a bus 
is coming.
Now that more cyclists use PKpad, it is quite 
narrow with a width of approximately 3.3m. 
In 2019, the cycle path under the viaduct was 
widened to approximately 4m. A wider path is 
also welcome on other parts of the route!

Cross the bus lane and pass under the highway 
and the railway. Cross IJsbaanpad and follow 
Piet Kranenbergpad along the historic tram 
line.
On the way, you pass a swimming spot on the 
left (R3). On the right is the Olympic Stadium 
from 1928 (R4). It is well worth cycling around 
the stadium to look inside when the doors 
are open. The stadium can be accessed via a 
bridge.
Follow Piet Kranenbergpad through an 
old industrial area. At the end, turn right 
(Havenstraat) to Haarlemmermeercircuit.
.
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travelling in the opposite direction to cars. 

Follow PC Hooftstraat to Hobbemastraat, 
which has a tram line. Turn right. and when 
the road bends to the right, go straight on 
along the cycle path towards Museumplein. 
Be careful when crossing the road and 
tram tracks! A little further, turn left onto 
Museumstraat.

B19. Amstelveenseweg
The bike paths of Amstelveenseweg are fairly 
narrow but still a big improvement compared 
to the situation before 2005. Cyclists used 
to have a strip between moving and parked 
cars. The busy cycle route crossing from 
Vondelpark to Amstelveenseweg is unusual. 
Through cycle traffic on Amstelveenseweg 
(priority road for the cars) has to give way to 
bikes going in and out of the park. In this way 
the busy cycle route of Vondelpark can flow 
better at green.

Turn right into Vondelpark, and keep right

B20. Vondelpark
Vondelpark is almost 2 km long and stretches 
from Amstelveenseweg to the edge of the 
city centre. In the mid-1980s, bicycle bridges 
were built at both ends crossing Singelgracht 
and Kostverlorenvaart. This made the 
Vondelpark an excellent cycling route 
between the centre and the west side. Today, 
some 20,000 cyclists use it every day.

Follow the main route through the park. After 
the second entrance gate on the right, the 
main route curves to the left. Before the bend, 
turn right out of the park to PC Hooftstraat. Go 
straight on at the traffic lights.

R4. PC Hooftstraat
This is the most expensive shopping street 
in Amsterdam with chic shops and large 
posh cars that are derisively referred to as 
‘PC Hooft tractors’. But there are also cyclists 
in “the PC” and bicycle parking spaces are 
available. There is a bike lane for cyclists 



B22. Two busy intersections
At the intersection of Museumstraat and 
Stadhouderskade (SHK), you can see that 
cycling in the city is much more efficient than 
driving. Up to seven times as many cyclists 
than cars can cross the intersection per 
minute. You can check this yourself!
The next intersection -- with Weteringschans 
-- is even busier than the one with SHK. But 
it is more compact and traffic lights are not 
necessary because the traffic is almost all 
bikes.
Meanwhile, there are now so many cyclists on 
Weteringschans and Museum Bridge that the 
intersection is due for a redesign, currently in 
progress.

Turn right onto Weteringschans. At the traffic 
lights we are at Weteringcircuit and back at 
the starting point of the cycle route.

This cycle route was created by Amsterdam Bike 
City, platform for knowledge, innovation and 
experimentation about cycling for Amsterdam and the 
region.
Do you have questions or ideas for the platform, 
or would you like to receive the newsletter? Please 
contact us via https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/
network/

B21. Museumplein and Museumpassage
Until the early 1990s, cars and cyclists drove 
straight across Museumplein. At this point, 
cars went left or right around the museum. 
Cyclists went straight on via Museumpassage 
towards the city centre.
When Museumplein was redesigned in 1995, 
the road disappeared from the square. The 
cycling routes were moved to the sides of the 
square and were then angled back towards 
Museumpassage.

The passage is one of the most beautiful 
cycling routes in Amsterdam, but was almost 
closed to cyclists. The original design for 
the renovation of the museum had access 
stairs on the cycle path in the passage. 
Local residents, the Cyclists’ Union and 
politicians opposed this fiercely and the 
design was eventually changed. The new 
design has entrance stairs on both sides of 
the passage, while there is now plenty of 
room for pedestrians, museum visitors and 
cyclists in the passage itself. You can read 
the exciting story about the battle for the 
Museumpassage here.

Cycle through the passage and cross 
Stadhouderskade at the traffic lights.

The route and the points with description are 
also in this online map.
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https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/network/
https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/network/
https://bikecity.amsterdam.nl/en/inspiration/rijksmuseum-passage/
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